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She's back: Kate
beats horrendous
morning sickness to
make her first public
appearance since
announcing her
pregnancy... but does
she still look a teeny
bit peaky? 

Now police investigate rapist footballer
Ched Evans' family for using CCTV
footage of victim on website and asking

What HAS Renee Zellweger done to her face? Bridget actress looks
utterly unrecognisable as she steps out with her boyfriend in LA

She's well known for transforming her appearance for movie roles. But off-screen Renee Zellweger displayed an astonishingly different look at ELLE's 21st annual Women In
Hollywood Awards on Monday. The 45-year-old raised eyebrows when she stepped out with a suspiciously puffy face and perfectly smooth brow when she stepped out at the event,
once again reigniting surgery rumours. The Jerry Maguire actress looked almost unrecognisable with her super line-free forehead and altered brow. She wore her blonde hair in a
wispy side-parting, and kept her makeup natural, opting for a light touch of mascara and a slick of pink lipgloss. 
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Selena go incognito
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DON'T MISS
What has Renee done

to her face? Zellweger
looks unrecognisable
as she steps out with
suspiciously puffy
cheeks and line-free
forehead at ELLE event

Look away now Justin!
'New couple' Selena
Gomez and Orlando
Bloom attempt to go
incognito at LAX airport 
His ex wife Miranda has
been linked to Biebs...

Kate beats horrendous
morning sickness to
make her first public
appearance since
announcing
pregnancy... but does
she still look a teeny bit
peaky? 

EXCLUSIVE: 'My boobs
are so much perkier':
Casey Batchelor shows
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Kate, who is around 13 weeks pregnant with her second
child and has been suffering with severe morning
sickness, welcomed Tony Tan Keng Yam. Kate wore a
grey Alexander McQueen coat dress, one of her favourite
designers and the one she wore to marry William, which
she accessorised with a Jane Taylor hat.

viewers 'judge for yourself' 
The woman, now 22, is
seen walking into the
Premier Inn in Rhyl where
she was attacked by
Evans, who was released
from prison last week.

Stroke victim died after being turned
away from specialist hospital because
senior medic was going away for the
weekend, inquest hears 

Retired vet John Mallalieu,
89, of Caunton,
Nottinghamshire, died in
December last year after a
call handler missed two
opportunities to send an
ambulance to his home, an
inquest was told

Headmistress under fire for taking a
Caribbean holiday during term refuses
to apologise saying 'my private life is
private' 

Jenny Winder, head of
Elstow School near
Bedford has refused to
give an explanation for
taking the Caribbean
holiday during term time
saying her private life is
private.

Three people killed and another three
injured as Hurricane Gonzalo batters Britain
with 108mph winds and heavy rain

A woman died after being hit by a falling tree in London (bottom right), while a man was killed after the van he was
repairing fell on him. Another man, 63, died after his car hit a railway bridge in Merseyside. Three more were injured by

off results of breast
reduction surgery as
she poses for sexy
lingerie shoot

Supermodel
Alessandra Ambrosio
flashes her sideboob in
tiny string bikini as she
enjoys a break in St
Barts
She's super toned

She's all mine! Ryan
Reynolds can't tear his
eyes off Blake Lively as
she highlights her bump
in plunging yellow gown
at Angel Ball
Very sexy maternitywear

It's (not) Alright!
Former East 17 star
Brian Harvey 'is turned
away from Downing
Street after demanding
to speak with PM David
Cameron'

Hope she's got a coat!
Glamour model Georgia
Salpa showcases her
enviable figure as she
poses in silky
underwear for her latest
lingerie shoot

Brutal past that meant
Lynda Bellingham
wasn't scared of
anything: She hid a life
of domestic abuse,
misery and rejection,
writes CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS

She means business!
Tulisa Contostavlos
steps out in chic
checked separates as
she prepares to make
pop comeback 
... as new single leaked

White on the money!
Kim Kardashian looks
impeccable in skintight
pencil skirt and
matching clingy top at
cocktail party
Can she even breathe?

Pregnant Catherine
Tyldesley displays baby
bump as she nurses hot
water bottle on
Coronation Street set
Got a bit chilly on late
night shoot

A tad over-exposed,
Amanda? With
necklines slashed to the
navel and dresses slit to
the thigh, Miss Holden
takes the view that less
is more

A bit of a bum note! US
TV star Maitland Ward
shows off chest and
derrière in sheer dress...
before suffering
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Obesity and alcohol may be more likely
to trigger a heart attack than 'bad' genes

Heart attacks are not as
strongly linked to family
history and genetics as
previously believed, say 
Scientists at the
Intermountain Medical
Centre, Utah.

Horrifying moment a LIVE inch-long
moth and a tick are pulled out from a
man's ear

The man, known only as
'Mikey', from the U.S., is
seen shouting in agony
before his friends remove a
furry brown moth that had
burrowed into his ear
canal, batting its wings.

'Drunk' snow-plough driver blamed for
crash that killed Total oil boss claims he
is being FRAMED and says he doesn't
drink because he suffers from a heart
condition

Vladimir Martynenkov
insisted he was not guilty
of causing the crash which
killed Christophe de
Margerie and three crew
and denied the
'groundless' accusation
that he was drunk.

Chair of historic child abuse inquiry is
urged to quit over revelations she is
'close friend' of top Tory accused of
failing to act on paedophile allegations

Fiona Woolf confirmed that
she lives on the same
street as the Tory former
Cabinet Minister - who has
flatly denied failing to act
on a dossier of abuse
allegations in the 1980s.

How too much LIGHT at night can make
you ill: Scientists say lamps, laptops
and mobile phones disrupt the body's
built-in clock

There are growing
concerns that constant
exposure to light when it's
dark damages our health

The wife who came back to earth as a
butterfly: The poignant moment that a
grieving husband lost his scepticism
about the after-life 

In the latest extract from
his book, Dr Eben
Alexander explores
reincarnation and the

a falling tree in West Sussex. Huge waves have battered the coast this morning (left) as the tail end of Hurricane
Gonzalo lead to winds of up to 70mph and two weeks of rainfall in just a few hours. Passengers faced delays on planes,
trains, and in their cars this morning (top right) as 10,000 people were delayed at Heathrow, with more disruption
predicted for this evening.

Take him down: Oscar Pistorius is jailed for
FIVE YEARS for killing lover Reeva
Steenkamp - but he could be out in just TEN
MONTHS 

The disgraced Paralympian wiped his eyes as he was handed a five-year prison term after the judge ruled that a non-
custodial sentence would send the 'wrong message to the community'. Miss Steenkamp's mother, June, smiled as she
told of a sense of 'closure' after the seventh-month trial, but said the sentence 'would not magic Reeva back'. As he was
led down to the holding cells (top), Pistorius took off his watch and handed it to his uncle Arnold (bottom left) for
safekeeping. During his murder trial, the court had heard how an expensive watch had been stolen from a display case
in his bedroom while crime scene officers were gathering forensic evidence nearby.

wardrobe malfunction
in second gown

Fergie rebranded:
She's four stone
slimmer, planning a new
business empire - and,
most incredible of all -
is back on speaking
terms with the Queen 

Lynda Bellingham's
son tells of heartbreak
at her death saying
'miss you so much
mama' after actress
loses fight with cancer
Grieving Michael Peluso

Babe in arms! Abbey
Clancy cuts a stylish
figure in a military coat
and slim-fit jeans as she
carries daughter Sophia
through the airport
Back from Rome

Why does Eva have a
massive baby bump?
Longoria looks
expectant in billowing
blouse as she attends
political fundraiser
All is not what it seems...

Make way for His
Royal Hotness!
Benedict Cumberbatch
cuts a handsome figure
as he films scenes for
Richard III drama on
horseback dressed in
regal attire

'You are the best
daughter!': Kris Jenner
gushes over 'partner in
crime' Kim Kardashian
while wishing her a
Happy 34th Birthday
with throwback photo

Don't panic - it's only
the Dad's Army remake!
Cast and crew of new
movie of the classic TV
series start filming in
Yorkshire countryside 
Big name cast

A wild night out! Newly
single Amber Rose
celebrates her 31st
birthday with fancy
dress bash
Peggy Bundy from
Married... With Children

Not long now! Heavily
pregnant Kourtney
Kardashian highlights
her baby bump in skin
tight gym gear as she
runs errands
Proud of her belly

Daniel Radcliffe
flashes chest hair while
promoting Horns... as
he reveals latest movie
has led to him
developing a love of
snakes
Harry's growing older
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by disrupting our circadian
rhythm - the body's built-in
clock.

moment a sceptical
widower started to believe
in the after-life.

Builders 'beat their bosses to death and
buried them in a shallow grave' -
because they had not been paid for a
month

WARNING GRAPHIC
CONTENT: Timur
Priznavsiesa and Rustam
Karimov, from Uzbekistan,
hatched a plan for revenge
after their Russian bosses
failed to pay their wages
for more than a month.

Dewani's cousin says Anni had told her
she and Shrien were only 'acting in love'
at their wedding

Sneha Mashru, Anni
Dewani's best friend and
cousin, told Shrien
Dewani's South African
murder trial the couple had
pretended to be in love at
their lavish Indian wedding.

Intimate portraits of a life cut short by Oscar
Pistorius: Never-before-seen pictures show
Reeva Steenkamp as a carefree law student
before she blossomed into a top model

The images were captured by close friend Kerry Smith, 37, who attended university with MIss Steenkamp in Port
Elizabeth, South Africa, where they both grew up. One set of photos shot by Kerry show Miss Steenkamp, then 19,
posing innocently at Sardinia Bay in Port Elizabeth. Other photos taken by Kerry show Reeva sporting pyjamas and
drinking coffee with university friends at a sleepover and enjoying a hot tub. Mrs Smith said: 'If there was ever any proof
anyone needed to show that Reeva was truly a natural beauty, this is it.'

Young mother pretended she was dying of
cancer to get friends and family to pay for
her £10,000 wedding - and even tricked her
own husband
Danielle Watson, 24, said she had late-stage cervical cancer from January 2012 to claim donations, freebies and cut-
price deals for her upcoming wedding worth almost £10,000. The then 21-year-old administration assistant of
Rowhedge, Essex, even brought forward her wedding by several months to April that year so she could walk up the
aisle before radiotherapy and chemotherapy made her hair fall out. But in fact she had minor surgery for a treatable
gynaecological condition and had never been diagnosed with, or treated for, cancer. Watson is pictured (left) yesterday
outside Basildon Crown Court, sitting in Southend; and (right) with husband Chris on their wedding day.

No fringe benefits
here! Pamela Anderson
steps out with bizarre
combover hairdo for a
dinner date with
husband Rick Salomon
Mixing up her style

Legendary fashion
designer Oscar de la
Renta dies aged 82, just
weeks after creating
wedding dress for Amal
Clooney
Diagnosed with cancer 

Still sweet on each
other! Kaley Cuoco
stuns in LBD as she
cosies up to husband
Ryan Sweeting at ELLE
Women In Hollywood
party

Michelle Rodriguez
trades in her signature
tomboy style for a
feminine look as she
rocks glamorous figure-
hugging gown at the
Angel Ball

A tale of two Jennifers!
Glamorous Miss Garner
gets stuck into a pizza
while Miss Lawrence
stuns in lace at Elle
Women In Hollywood
Fab in 40s and 20s

Back by popular
demand! Gone Girl star
Emily Ratajkowski
posts ANOTHER
braless photo wearing
her Calvin Klein
underwear to satisfy
fans

A flat stomach like
Amal and smooth skin
like George: How Mr
and Mrs Clooney are
driving body contouring
and anti-ageing skin
treatment requests 

Aiming for a profit!
Don Johnson puts
sprawling Santa
Barbara estate 'on the
market for $14.9
Million'... almost $2.5
million more than what
he originally paid 

Heavenly bodies!
Channing Tatum and
Joe Manganiello display
their rippling muscles
as they continue
shooting Magic Mike
XXL
We can't wait to see it!

That's a bit cheeky!
Liberty Ross sizzles in
plunging backless
leather dress as she
attends the ELLE
Awards 
Interesting bottom panel

'Big kid, big problems':
Taylor Swift reveals that
her childhood
insecurities still haunt
her
She's got issues like the
rest of us

98 comments 1 video 501 shares 705 comments 1 video 1.2k shares
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The brutal past that meant Lynda
Bellingham wasn't scared of anything:
Her role as the ever-patient mother and
wife masked a life of domestic abuse,
misery and rejection by CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS

She was rightly proud of
her acting talent, but Lynda
Bellingham also had a gift
that was far greater: she
was an exceptional human
being, writes
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS.

Lynda Bellingham's son tells of
heartbreak at her death saying 'miss
you so much mama' after actress loses
fight with cancer

Michael Peluso told of his
heartbreak on Twitter after
his actress mother Lynda
died in a London hospital
on Sunday following a
year-long battle with colon
cancer

Welfare minister rages at 'appalling'
cheats pretending to be disabled to
steal benefits in new crackdown on
£1bn fraud and vows: 'We WILL catch
you'

EXCLUSIVE: Launching a
new campaign, Mark
Harper today hit out at
people who claim money
they are not entitled to,
which cost the taxpayer
£1.1billion last year.

Revealed: The top ten online scams -
and how one victim lost his money to
fraudsters who conned all his Facebook
friends too...

The ten biggest online
scams lost victims across
the country £670million
over the last year – and
this figure is likely to be far
higher due to unreported
cases.

Gone from Britain in 60 minutes: How
criminal gangs are stealing prestige
vehicles from wealthy homes and exporting
them within AN HOUR 
The organised criminals are targeting sought-after BMWs, Range Rovers (both top left), Audis and even trucks and
diggers. The modern vehicles are often stolen using high-tech hacking equipment that means the thieves do not even
need a key. They are driven into shipping containers (right) and exported to clients in Africa, Cyprus, the U.S. and even
Malaysia and Burma. Some of the car theft rings are so sophisticated they can steal a car and get it out of the country in
less than an hour. Police also discovered a container filled with valuable parts from at least 29 stolen BMWs that had
been broken down (bottom left).

Bette Midler cuddles
up to doppelganger
daughter Sophie Von
Haselberg as she
attends opening night of
off-Broadway play
Have the same nose

Easy rider! Justin
Theroux looks slick in
green jacket and ripped
jeans while cruising
around NYC on his bike 
Prefers the two-wheel
commute

Back to the old
routine! Kelly Brook and
David McIntosh pick up
where they left off in
gym gear just days after
rekindling their
romance
Old habits die hard

Set in (another) City!
Sarah Jessica Parker
films dramatic scenes
for her new movie All
Roads Lead To Rome in
the Italian capital
Action packed scenes

Ready to rock!
Pregnant Roseanne star
Sara Gilbert covers up
her baby bump in a very
grunge ensemble
Played Roseanne's
daughter Darlene

Danielle Lineker wears
plunging jumpsuit as
she enjoys stroll in
sunshine with husband
Gary while on holiday in
Los Angeles 
Time out for pair

Rapper Tyga, 24,
lashes out at fan who
criticises his
'relationship' with Kylie
Jenner, 17, days after
they are spotted
together in France

Birthday girl Carrie
Fisher, 58, shows off
her slimmed-down
physique as she enjoys
a celebratory meal with
Star Wars co-stars
In London

Sarah Jessica Parker
angers homeowners by
staging unauthorised
photo shoot on Carrie
Bradshaw's Sex and the
City steps
Carrie's old home

What is her secret?
Doutzen Kroes puts her
unbelievable post-baby
body on display in white
mini-dress at the Elle
awards... just three
months after giving
birth

She's mommy's girl!
Maya Thurman-Hawke
is Uma's double as she
joins her at the premiere
of The Theory Of
Everything
Ethan Hawke's daughter

X Factor's Stevi Ritchie
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The Welsh Government claims there are
ten serious 'inaccuracies' in the Mail's
coverage of its NHS. Here we explain
why every fact is correct

The Welsh Government
has demanded the Daily
Mail corrects ten alleged
'inaccuracies' in our
coverage of its NHS. Here
we explain why we
continue to stand by every
single one.

Health refugees forced to sell up and
move to England for life-saving care...
proving you CAN'T trust Red Ed with
your health

One pregnant woman
travelled 55 miles in labour
to avoid a Welsh maternity
unit, while a cancer patient
from Cardiff (pictured) had
to the get life-prolonging
drug Avastin in London.

Patients in mass exodus to England: As
Labour blocks international inquiry into
crisis-hit Welsh NHS, thousands cross
border for life-saving treatment

The number of cancer
'refugees' quadrupled in a
decade to 15,450 last year,
and nearly four times as
many Welsh patients cross
the border as English ones
do, a Daily Mail
investigation found.

DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Wales is
Miliband's terrifying blueprint for the
NHS 

There is no need to
imagine how the service
might perform under
Labour, for the evidence is
before us in Wales, where
the party has had full
control of funding and
management for 15 years.

Legendary fashion designer Oscar de la
Renta dies aged 82, just weeks after
creating incredible dress for Amal Clooney's
wedding
Oscar de la Renta, a legendary fashion designer who shaped the wardrobe of socialites and film stars for four decades,
has died at the age of 82. De la Renta passed away at his home in Kent, Connecticut - and while no cause of death has
been revealed, he was diagnosed with cancer in 2006. The death yesterday comes less than a month after Amal
Alamuddin Clooney wore his dress for her wedding to George Clooney on September 27. Pictured: Diana, Princess of
Wales wears one of his pieces in 1990 (left), De la Renta is pictured with Mrs Clooney (centre), and actress Cameron
Diaz wears a De la Renta dress in 2010 (right).

LABOUR'S WELSH NHS SHAME  

caused chaos on
Saturday when he went
missing with a dancer
moments before his
performance
What WAS he up to?

X Factor stylist says
there's 'no shame' in
dressing Fleur East in
'swag' outfits and  they
show off the singer's
'incredible body in a
strong and sexy way'

Watch out Hollywood!
Cody Simpson looks
sharp on the set of
Cougar Town as he
prepares to make acting
debut
Look out Cougars!

Twice-married Kym
Marsh says she and
Dan Hooper have
discussed marriage and
surrogacy... as actress
admits she can't have
any more children

Taking the plunge!
Melanie Griffith flashes
a cheeky hint of bra in
sheer mini-dress as she
steps out with a friend
Actress, 57, out and
about in Los Angeles

True icons! Spandau
Ballet stars give
younger boy bands a
run for their money as
they attend premiere for
their new documentary
Still 'Gold' years later

'Happiest day of my
life!' Olympian Greg
Rutherford overjoyed as
girlfriend Susie Verrill
gives birth to their son
Milo
First time dad

That's a healthy
craving! Pregnant
Rachel Bilson treats
herself to a smoothie as
she shows off her
burgeoning bump in
flowy top

'I still feel like a boy
myself!' Emmerdale's
Adam Thomas admits
he can't believe he's a
dad as he and girlfriend
Caroline Daly introduce
son Teddy James

Where's Rihanna?
Barbadian beauty dons
oversized plastic
glasses and striped
gloves as she heads to
dinner in NYC
Looked like Marigolds

She's got a Wilde style:
Olivia dons shaggy
green coat during
leisurely family stroll
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How will we land astronauts on Mars?
Thermal footage of Space X Falcon 9
rocket could help Nasa find out

The space agency recently
teamed up with Elon
Musk's firm to record
thermal footage of the
Falcon 9 rocket as its first
stage pulled away after
launch in Cape Canaveral,
Florida.

Should the first manned mission to
Mars be all WOMEN? Females need
fewer resources so the trip is easier,
claims expert

A San Francisco writer
says the first mission to
Mars should be only
women. Kate Green for
Slate took part in a
simulated mission to the
red planet.

Trekkers in Nepal could be made to take
GPS tracking systems with them under
new tourism rules following Himalayan
avalanche

Nepalese officials want to
introduce new rules,
improve weather forecasts
and better monitor the
movement of tourists and
local guides in the
Himalayas.

Australian man is convicted of trying to
have sex with FAKE 10-year-old girl
called 'Sweetie' after massive online
sting trapped 1,000 suspected
paedophiles

Australian man, Scott
Robert Hansen, is the first
to be convicted in an online
sting where charity workers
from an organisations in
the Netherlands posed as
a 10 year old girl from the
Philippines called 'Sweetie'

Revealed: How research that let paralysed
Polish fireman walk again was bankrolled by
a British father desperate to help his son 
David Nicholls (left) a chef, raised £1m through a foundation set up after his son (middle) was paralysed. This was used
to fund a successful trial to reverse paralysis in Polish Darek Fidyka (inset) carried out by doctors in Wroclaw, Poland

with Jason Sudeikis
and their son Otis
Now six-months-old

Strong distance!
Nicole Scherzinger
enjoys romantic date
night with Lewis
Hamilton in plunging
crop-top and mini-skirt
In Knightsbridge

Pregnant Ali Larter
displays her growing
baby bump in a tight
white tee as she shops
for healthy groceries
Heroes actress expecting
second child

Goldie Hawn, 68,
shows off her age-
defying beauty in
skinny jeans and a low-
cut vest as she grabs a
coffee
We'll have what she's
drinking...

She looks Bella! Miss
Thorne wows in
mustard yellow leather
mini dress and nude
heels as she attends
Elle party
Mingled with A-listers

SPOILER ALERT:
Sneak peek of Game Of
Thrones fifth season
reveals unexpected
twist as plot veers from
books
Thirty-second clip

Looking furry nice!
Olivia Palermo cements
her fashionista status in
a fluffy sage green coat
and skinny jeans as she
runs errands in the Big
Apple

Irina Shayk shows off
supermodel physique in
figure-hugging LBD and
killer heels as she
heads out for a dinner
date 
Where's Ronaldo?

A trouper to her last
breath... JANET
STREET-PORTER pays
tribute to Loose Women
co-star Lynda
Bellingham
Couldn't have been more
welcoming

Ousted Barclays boss
Bob Diamond throws
his daughter a three-day
wedding extravaganza
in the South of France
complete with TWO
custom gowns 

Andy Jordan says he
would have married
Louise Thompson... as
it's revealed that her
new American beau Alik
cheated on her in
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World first as man whose spinal cord
was severed WALKS: Fireman
paralysed by knife attack recovers after
UK scientists use nose cells to re-grow
nerve cells in his spine

Darek Fidyka, 40, is
believed to be the first
person in the world to
recover from such chronic
injuries after receiving
pioneering treatment from
University College London.

Nazi sympathiser jailed for four weeks
over 'grossly offensive' anti-Semitic
tweet sent to Labour MP 

After he sent the tweet to
Labour MP Luciana Beger
(pictured), police raided
Garron Helm's home and
found Nazi memorabilia
including a flag bearing the
SS symbol.

Roman gladiators ate a vegetarian diet -
and washed it down with a 'sports drink'
of plant ashes and vinegar

Researchers from the
MedUni Vienna examined
bones (pictured) from a
2nd century gladiator
cemetery in Turkey. The
cemetery was uncovered
in 1933 on the site of the
Roman city of Ephesos.

Number of women suffering ruptured
breast implants soars: 1,500 cases
reported in past two years as 'Jordan
syndrome' means more patients have
surgery

More than 1,500 cases of
ruptured implants were
reported in 2012/2013,
compared to just 293 in
2009/2010 - with one
expert putting the problem
partly down to the ‘Jordan
syndrome’.

Newlywed couple abandon honeymoon
plans and go on Jeremy Kyle show instead
after bride was accused of cheating on her
new husband
Emma and Daniel Cowley, from Kent, got engaged after a whirlwind romance - but their wedding looked set to be
canceled after she accused him of cheating on her at a party. Mr Cowley, 29, agreed to appear on the Jeremy Kyle
show to take a lie detector test - which he failed. But Mrs Cowley forgave him and the big day went ahead regardless.
But the while the bride was preparing her make-up and hair for the big day, rumours emerged that she too had been
unfaithful. So the day after their wedding, the couple took the bizarre decision to delay their honeymoon and instead
appear on the show to take their second lie detector test.

London

Getting busy with it!
The Apprentice
contestants James Hill
and Lauren Riley had a
'full-on fling' during
competition
What did Lord Sugar say

Supermodel Gisele
Bundchen says mothers
should put themselves
first in order to be a
good parent
More parenting advice
from St Gisele...

Baby fever! Alicia
Keys looks elegant in
flowy black number as
husband Swizz Beatz
rubs her bump at
charity ball
Expecting No.2

I don't know about
you, but I'm checking in
more than two... bags!
Taylor Swift flies out of
Sydney with twenty
suitcases as she shows
off her toned legs in
mini shorts

Michelle Williams
shows off slim legs in
print mini dress... while
Marion Cotillard looks
chic in layered
ensemble at Louis
Vuitton museum bash

'There's something
about him I don't trust':
Lucy Watson has
second thoughts about
romance with Proudlock
after they enjoy first
official date in MIC

Gym bunny Binky
Felstead moves on from
dating heartache after
getting asked out by her
personal trainer with a
'love note' on MIC
Helping her bounce back

'My brother was told
God didn't love him':
Ariana Grande reveals
she turned to Kabbalah
after her homosexual
brother was shunned by
the Catholic Church

Picking up another
treat: Lady Gaga sports
Victorian lace blouse
and painted on
eyebrows as she shops
in Manchester
Sported blunt fringe

Don't label her! Rita
Ora commits a fashion
faux pas when she
leaves the price tag on
her trainers as she
arrives in Los Angeles
Always on the go
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Blow for Osborne as borrowing RISES
despite promise to get the deficit down

The Treasury had been
expected to cut borrowing
by 12 per cent in 2014-15,
but experts today said it
was 'ever more unlikely' to
meet the target after data
emerged showing
borrowing up every month.

Fight jihadis on Facebook and Twitter,
says BBC's top Muslim presenter Mishal
Husain 

The Today Programme’s
Mishal Husain said that
theological arguments
could form a ‘counterpoint’
to the claims made in the
Islamic State’s murder
videos.

Fergie rebranded: She's four stone
slimmer, planning a new business
empire - and, most incredibly - is back
on speaking terms with the Queen 

The resurrection of Brand
Fergie is a crucial element
in secret talks she has
been having in the U.S. to
endorse healthy food after
dropping several dress
sizes herself and adopting
a healthier lifestyle.

A tad over-exposed Amanda? With
necklines slashed to the navel and
dresses slit to the thigh, Miss Holden
takes the view that less is more

As her latest cheeky
Twitter selfie shows,
Amanda Holden is still a
consummate publicity-
seeker. Yet her bottom isn’t
the only body part she's
guilty of flashing over the
years.

Who says animals can't smile? Hilarious
pictures show grinning dogs, cats, birds ...
and even LIZARDS
These ridiculously cheerful creatures grinning into the camera are sure to brighten your day. In a selection of happy
snaps, animals, both furry and scaly, are shown beaming as they pose for pictures. A pair of parrots share a joke with
the camera and a dog can't help but literally roll on the floor laughing. 

Petra Nemcova slips
into a glittering mini
dress and knee-high
boots as she speaks at
first-ever Forbes 30
Under 30 Summit
She's one sexy lady

'It was an honour to
wear your creations':
Taylor Swift leads
emotional Twitter
tributes for late
designer Oscar de la
Renta
Passed away on Monday

Salma Hayek launches
film about one woman's
dream to build a school
in a Pakistan slum -
produced by the charity
she set up with
Beyonce
In France

SPOILER ALERT:
Coronation Street's Ken
walks Tracy Barlow
down the aisle for
fairytale wedding to Rob
Donovan
Will Carla intervene?

Comfort over style!
Camila Alves wears
loose-fitting grey dress
and ditches the make-
up as she strolls
through LAX with her
three children

Are Kim and Kanye
turning North into the
world's youngest
fashion victim? Toddler
wears leather trousers
and a cape on sunny
playdate with Penelope

They're besties
already! Kourtney and
Kim Kardashian's
adorable daughters
Penelope and North
hold hands during
family outing 

Dressing her age for
once! Kris Jenner, 58,
looks classy and
elegant at charity
bash... as she takes
selfies with her
daughters' pals Hailey
Baldwin and Gigi Hadid

A little Photoshop fun?
Kris Jenner, 58, shares
Instagram snap where
she looks much
smoother than she did
in original picture
Gotta love filters

20 years on!
Neighbours stars Alan
Fletcher and Jackie
Woodburne celebrate
two decades together
as the Kennedys
Had ups and downs

'It was like a car crash
for me': Elliott Wright
admits shock split has
been 'so hard'... as he
claims Chloe Sims still
wants to be taken on
dates
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There's no place like home! Wizard of
Oz-inspired smart shoes let you click
your heels to order a taxi

Dorothy was created by
Washington-based
iStrategyLabs and is
powered by the LightBlue
Bean - an Arduino micro-
controller with a built-in
Bluetooth chip (pictured).

How the number of eggs a woman has
predicts her risk of a heart attack and
life expectancy 

Researchers at the
University of California,
San Francisco, suggest
women who experience
early menopause may be
ageing faster generally.

'I need to get a new mugshot': Suspect
arrested after he taunts police over
wanted picture on Facebook

Samuel Evan Lake made a
mockery of New Zealand
police when he responded
to their pubic appeal for
information on his
whereabouts with the
comment: 'I need to get a
new mug shot'.

Dave Lee Travis's suspended sentence
for groping young researcher wasn't
'unduly lenient' and won't be reviewed,
Attorney General rules 

The Attorney General has
ruled that Dave Lee Travis'
three month suspended
sentence for groping a TV
researcher on the Mrs
Merton show will not be
reviewed as he said it was
'not unduly lenient.'

Is DJ Mike Read's 'UKIP Calypso' (about
'illegal immigrants in every town' and sung
in a fake Caribbean accent) racist? YOU
listen and decide!
Nigel Farage hopes Ukip will enter the pop charts with a song by former Radio 1 DJ Mike Read. The party leader called
on supporters to buy the party anthem, which warns of 'illegal immigrants in every town' and looks forward to 'when
Nigel is at Number 10'.

She must be red hot!
Kim Kardashian defies
soaring temperatures as
she steps out in a high-
waisted wool skirt
Even Mother Nature can't
stop her!

A Lannister always
pays his debts: Staff
charge Game of
Thrones star to enter
Spain's Alcazar Palace...
even though he's
filming there 

Michael Bublé and
wife Luisana Lopilato
share tender hug as
they enjoy family stroll
with baby son Noah
Couple in Michael's native
Canada

Kiernan Shipka is
pretty in pink as she
represents Mad Men at
industry event
The 14-year-old actress
looked elegant in a red a-
line dress

Double act! Mel B and
daughter Phoenix, 15,
coordinate in patterned
trousers as they leave
recording studio in
London
Visiting her X Factor boys

'Don't read the
reviews!' Daniel
Radcliffe advises Harry
Potter co-star Rupert
Grint to ignore the
critics while performing
on Broadway 

She's a model mother!
Natalia Vodianova
shows off her post-baby
body just five months
after fourth child
Attended party with
French boyfriend 

Is that you Winnie
Cooper? Danica
McKellar puts on a
leggy display in a
patterned mini-dress at
The Wonder Years
reunion
Celebrating DVD launch

A day in the life of an
heiress! Paris Hilton
takes her new pup for a
walk before glamming it
up at star-studded ball
Socialite seen in two
different ensembles

'Monday morning in
my Calvins!' US model
Gigi Hadid displays her
taut stomach in her
underwear as she
relaxes in bed
New social media trend

That must be
awkward! Sofia Vergara
and ex fiancé Nick Loeb
attend the same star-
studded event in New
York
She's moved on

EXCLUSIVE: Tori
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British man, 60, found murdered in a
Bali rice paddy with his throat cut

The body of Robert Kelvin
Ellis, a 60-year-old father-
of-two, was found wrapped
in plastic and dumped in a
ditch in the rice field near
Sedang Village.

Footballer has face ripped open by
controversial bladed boot after another
player wearing them catches him on the
chin

WARNING: GRAPHIC
CONTENT Gary Fawcett,
30, was playing for his
team, Garstang FC,
against Eagley in Bolton,
Greater Manchester when
the horrific accident
happened

Savvy Shooper ANNE SHOOTER: All Savvy Shopper ANNE SHOOTER: The

Don't panic - it's only the Dad's Army
remake! Star-studded new cast start filming
movie version of classic TV comedy

The Hollywood stars appearing in the new film were seen out on exercises in their Home Guard's uniforms this week.
Inbetweeners actor Blake Harrison (left) was seen in the trademark scarf of Pike, originally played by Ian Lavender (left
inset) and Toby Jones (centre left) wore the spectacles of Captain Mainwaring, the character made famous by Arthur
Lowe (centre left inset). Meanwhile actor Daniel Mays (centre right) takes over as Walker from James Beck (centre right
inset) and Michael Gambon (right) - famous for playing Dumbledore in the Harry Potter films - replaces Arnold Ridley
(right inset) as Godfrey. There was no sign however of Catherine Zeta-Jones, who is starring in the film as a journalist
sent to write about the fictional Second World War unit.

Spelling in quarantine
at Cedars Sinai Hospital
with suspected
enterovirus
Can't see her husband or
her children

He's going great guns!
Chris Hemsworth has
some competition from
older brother Luke in
the muscle stakes as
they enjoy lunch date in
LA
Both looking buff

Can a mail order bride
really lead to love?
Jodie Marsh (no
stranger to
unconventional
marriage herself)
investigates men who
'buy' women abroad

Katy Perry punks up
her look with fishnets,
biker boots and
leather... and a bright
pink new hairdo
Hid her new pink hair
under a beanie 

Secrets of Britain's
sexiest pud by ANNE
SHOOTER THE SAVVY
SHOPPER: It takes four
chefs 10 hours to make
each batch - and M&S
sold 170,000 in 6 weeks

'It's disrespectful':
Sinéad O'Connor claims
to have been asked to
perform with the Pope
at the American Music
Awards
Match made in Heaven

As clear as black and
white! Stunning Natalie
Imbruglia switches
between day and night
looks in two contrasting
looks 
Red hot as usual

Motherhood suits her
well! Alyson Hannigan
smiles during LA outing
with daughter Keeva
The 40-year-old actress
recently finished How I
Met Your Mother

Teresa Giudice pleads
with judge to serve time
at low-security prison
where Orange Is The
New Black is set 'so
children can easily visit
her'

Making a splash!
Classical singer Natalie
Coyle and Made In
Chelsea's Ashley James
turn heads at gala
performance of West
End musical Urinetown

'Taylor supports me and
never judges me':
Selena Gomez reveals
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Hail Kale! Once shunned, the super
healthy veg is now everywhere  

Who would ever have
imagined that a veg fed to
cattle because it is so
cheap, with woody stems
and slightly bitter leaves,
could have become the
most fashionable
ingredient around?

ready-to-eat 5-a-day platter
Launching in 700 UK
stores, the product will
have separate
compartments containing
pineapple slices, melon
pieces, sugar snap peas,
baby plum tomatoes and
cucumber.

Rare Apple 1 set to fetch £309,000 at
auction: Working 1976 model among
items selling at Bonhams' History of
Science sale

The sale will take place at
Bonhams, New York on
Wednesday. Other items
includes a letter by Charles
Darwin, rare globes and
telescopes, and a
Helmholtz Sound
Synthesizer.

'Don't touch my girlfriend': President
Obama jokes with woman voting next to
him after her embarrassing boyfriend
told the Commander-in-Chief to keep
his hands off

US President Barack
Obama joked with an
elector as they stood in line
to cast their ballot in
Chicago after he was told 'I
know you're Mr President,
but don't touch my
girlfriend.'

'I've been raped 30 times and it's not
even lunchtime': Desperate plight of
Yazidi woman who begged West to
bomb her brothel after ISIS militants
sold her into sex slavery

The unidentified woman is
understood to have been
kept as a prisoner of the
jihadists somewhere in
western Iraq having been
captured by ISIS during the
Sinjar massacre in early
August.

'Terror' attack on Canadian soldiers:
Radicalised Muslim convert runs over
two servicemen before being shot dead
as he tried to charge cops with a
ceremonial knife

Martin Couture-Rouleau,
25 sped into the two young
soldiers Monday morning
in a town near Montreal
then drove off. Police gave
chase and reportedly shot
him dead after he charged
at them with a knife.

THIRD British jihadi killed out of group
who travelled together from Portsmouth

Taliban bomb attack on bus kills four
Afghan troops and wounds 12, as

ISIS releases sickening video clip showing
Syrian woman being stoned to death by
group of men - including her own father  

The shocking footage is understood to have been filmed in the city of Hama and shows a bearded cleric ranting at the
woman and accusing her adultery while she pleads for her life. With her request for leniency rejected, a group of
masked men begin hurling rocks at the woman, before the man believed to be her father steps forward to strike her with
the large stone that eventually causes her death.

best friend Swift's
relationship advice
Taylor Swift... famous for
her successful love life

Scher-mazing! Nicole
Scherzinger dares to
bare in eye-popping
bralet and leggy mini
skirt for album signing
Put on quite a show at
HMV in London 

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Lady
Rose adds some extra
fizz to Downton 
Lily James posed with a
Diet Coke bottle while on
the set

'When it was bad, it
was the worst': Carmen
Electra opens up about
brief marriage to Dennis
Rodman as she appears
on Oprah
Annulled after nine days

Naughty and nice!
Naomi Watts shows her
sexy side in leather
trousers after going for
an elegant look in blue
and white
Chic ensembles

Short circuit! Lea
Michele displays toned
legs in chic tiny black
pants as she films
scenes for the
upcoming season of
Glee 

Tee-riffic! Katharine
McPhee dons classic
black-and-white dress
to golf charity event
Star of new action-packed
TV series Scorpion

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: My
wife knows all about my
mistress, says artist
Marc Quinn 
Married to Lady Georgia
Byng

Quick change artist
Nikki Reed picks
romantic grey gown for
red carpet bash... after
flying into LA in boho
maxi dress
Doesn't hang about

Pregnant Molly Sims is
chic in black-and-white
ensemble as she
cradles her bump at
magazine event in
Beverly Hills
Expecting second child

'I found God doing
Fury!' A towel-clad Shia
LaBeouf reveals more
than his torso as he
talks run-ins with the
law and his painful
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to Syria to fight with ISIS 
Mamunur Roshid, 24,
joined the brutal terror
group with his gang of
extremists who pretended
to go on a holiday to
Turkey but then crossed
into Syria (pictured at
Gatwick).

terrorists target 'slave soldiers'
Four soldiers are dead and
12 other people were
wounded after the Taliban
used a remote-controlled
bomb to blow-up a bus in
the Afghanistan capital of
Kabul, today.

New Microsoft chief executive officer,
who urged females not to seek pay rises
and instead rely on 'karma' is awarded
$84.3 million bumper pay deal

Satya Nadella, pictured,
received a once-off stock
option worth almost $80
million after being
appointed chief executive
officer of Seattle-based
software firm Microsoft.

Woman discovers she has TWO wombs
and TWO cervixes after going for a
routine smear test - but still manages to
have a baby

Jane Woodhead, 38, from
Barry, Wales, went for a
routine smear test and was
amazed to find she was
born with two wombs, a
condition called 'uterus
didelphys' which carries
risks during pregnancy.

Marty McFly-style hoverboard finally
becomes a reality: £6,000 gadget uses
electromagnetic fields to glide along
mid-air

Now YOU can be a space explorer:
Stunning HD space simulator lets you
navigate every known planet, star and
galaxy in the cosmos

Inside Kobane's fight to the death:
Incredible satellite images reveal the scale
of destruction after a month of US airstrikes
and intense street battles with ISIS

The before and after images show how in just one month hundreds of buildings have been levelled and a large number
of roads have become completely impassable. The photographs emerged as fierce street battles broke out in the city
this morning - the first significant fighting in the city since the majority of ISIS' militants there were pushed back into the
suburbs by the most sustained coalition bombing raids of the past few weeks.

relationship with his
dad

Swapping hair styling
tips? Bruce Jenner
wears his mane in a
slick ponytail for a
shopping trip with Kim
Kardashian
Making more of an effort

'I went method': Jada
Pinkett Smith reveals
she brought a man on a
leash to audition for
role as Gotham villain
Fish Mooney
Quite a prop

'He'd never ask for it
back!' Charlie Sheen
gifts ex-fiancée Scottine
Ross her $100,000
diamond engagement
ring
All hers

Re-living The Wonder
Years! Cast reunite to
discuss the much-loved
'90s sitcom
They are promoting the
release of a new DVD set

Here's autumn at last,
season of mists and
mellow Monty Don:
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV
BBC 2 show Big Dreams,
Small Spaces

Now THAT'S a baby
shower! Kaley Cuoco
throws extravagant
poolside spa and lunch
do for her make-up
artist Jamie Greenberg
Personalised fluffy robes

'We've never done
anything but make out
and have kids!' Gwen
Stefani gets 'nervous'
before teaming up with
Gavin Rossdale on The
Voice US

VIDEO EXCLUSIVE:
'I'm done!': David
Arquette appears to
break up with fiancée
Christina McLarty in the
street
She's seen chasing after
him

Britney Spears'
manager Larry Rudolph
spills details of the
story behind the
infamous Madonna
VMAs kiss 
Caused a worldwide
sensation back in 2003

Ryan Kwanten shows
off his ripped body on
beach outing with
girlfriend Ashley...after
flipping burgers at
McDonald's for charity
No snacking for him!
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Californian Greg
Henderson created the
Hendo Hoverboard using
four ‘engines’ which emit
magnetic fields that push
against each other. He
plans to raise £155,000
($250,000) on Kickstarter.

A free, downloadable
simulator has been
released. It has taken
Vladimir Romanyuk from
Saint Petersburg eight
years to put Space Engine
(shown) together.

Ebola screening begins at Gatwick
Airport for passengers flying from
Sierra Leone, Guinea and Liberia after
shambolic start at Heathrow last week

Ebola screening begins
today at Gatwick Airport,
Public Health England
have confirmed. It will start
in North Terminal, then
checks will begin at South
Terminal from tomorrow,
followed by St Pancras.

Ebola vaccine could be just weeks
away, as WHO conducts final tests on
two versions before a possible roll out
in Africa by January

Dr Marie-Paule Kieny said
that an experimental
version of the vaccine
could be ready for mass
distribution in Africa early
next year if current trials
are successful.

In harm's way: British Army medics leave
RAF Brize Norton for the Ebola front-line

The doctors, nurses and consultants from the Royal Army Medical Corps flew from RAF Brize Norton in Oxfordshire this
morning. International Development Secretary Justine Greening also boarded the flight to Sierra Leone. The Cabinet
minister says Britain is leading the international response to the disease in the country, and has pledged a £125 million
aid package including support for 700 treatment beds. The Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) Argus, a navy ship, left Falmouth
Docks in south west England for the 10-day journey to Sierra Leone carrying medical equipment and experts.

EBOLA CRISIS STALKS THE GLOBE 
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More... Portrait artist uses her

No wonder Sofia
Vergara digs him! Joe
Manganiello flaunts
super ripped physique
going bare-chested in
just a pair of blue jeans 
Men's Health Oz cover

'My groin popped!'
Fresh Prince star
Alfonso Ribeiro limps
off the dancefloor... but
only after winning the
highest score of the
night on USA's Strictly

Just call him Coach
Kanye! West dons
sports gear as he heads
up football team on set
of Big Sean's IDFWU
music video

Dramatic new 'do!
Kate Beckinsale swaps
her signature brunette
strands for shorter
blonde locks to film The
Disappointments Room
in North Carolina

Gisele Bundchen
slams beauty ads as
'unattainable' - as she
plays glamorous surfing
mother in ad campaign
Harsh but true... unless
you are a supermodel

Gisele's not the only
model in the family!
Tom Brady poses with
his pet dog Lua in latest
UGG boots for men
campaign video
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Secrets of Britain's sexiest pud by Savvy
Shopper ANNE SHOOTER: It takes four
chefs 10 hours to make each batch - and
M&S has sold 170,000 in six weeks. But
beware, they're always sold out by tea time!
The new M&S Belgian Chocolate Jaffa Sphere is well on its way to becoming an iconic dessert. Here, ANNE
SHOOTER, the Mail's Savvy Shopper, reveals what went behind the pudding hailed as Britain's sexiest, including the
chef who conceived it, James Campbell. The dessert, which took a team of nine developers ten hours to perfect, is sold
for £4 for a pack of two.
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VIDEO WATCH: TODAY'S TOP VIDEOS

Indian footballer dies
after attempting back-flip
goal celebration

Loose Women presenters
and Christopher Biggins
remember Lynda
Bellingham

Woman breaks baby
news to husband in
cleverly crafted
Halloween style

Don't you love it when
moths fly into the ear
canal? Rogue moth flies
into mans...

MORE DON'T MISS
Never off duty!

Pouting model Jourdan
Dunn takes the plunge
in daring cropped top
and pencil skirt
Enjoyed a night out with
pals in London 

EXCLUSIVE: 'We're NOT
working with Sam Lutfi':
Amanda Bynes' parents
deny teaming up with
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Cameron vows to 'fix' migration as he
tells EU 'voters are my boss': PM
promises detailed proposals by
Christmas 

The PM hit back at
European Commission
President Jose Manuel
Barroso - who declared
migration curbs would be
illegal - saying: 'I'm very
clear about who the boss
is. It is the British people.'

DANIEL HANNAN: No, Mr Eurocrat, the
only place where Britain is irrelevant is
INSIDE the EU 

The easy reaction to José
Manuel Barroso is outrage
- but take his claims
seriously and you can
knock them down one by
one, writes Eurosceptic
MEP DANIEL HANNAN.

The physics of INGROWN TOENAILS:
Painful condition is caused 'when the
balance of growth and adhesion is
broken'

Scientists at the University
of Nottingham have come
up with the first
mathematical formulae that
describes how human nails
grow, including ingrown
nails which cause suffering
for many people.

Apple's record 39.3 million iPhones
sales over three months drive its
revenue to $42BILLION - but company
reveals number of customers buying
the iPad has stalled

The Cupertino firm said it
sold a record breaking 39.3
million iPhones in the last
quarter - but just 12.3
million iPads.

Application for 200 solar panels on
island that provided inspiration for
Agatha Christie's novels is branded
'horrific'

The current owners of the
island and its hotel say the
site, on a former tennis
court, will be protected
from view by hedges.

In the pink! Bizarre coloured chicken
spotted on the loose outside school

The pink-coloured bird was
spotted outside school
gates in Nottingham. A
picture was posted on
Facebook, attracting
theories about how it came
to be the bizarre colour.

Touching moment US woman used a
Halloween-themed T-shirt to announce to
her husband they are expecting a child after
a year of trying
This woman, known only as Leslie, bought a black T-shirt picturing an image of a white human rib cage, before fixing an
iron-on graphic of a smiling baby skeleton to the bottom of it (inset). Donning the item of clothing, she then waited for
her unsuspecting husband to return to their home (left) in Philadelphia and filmed his incredible reaction to the news on

Britney Spears former
svengali in bid to save
troubled daughter 

She's always Busy!
Philipps dons retro
patchwork dress as she
loads up her trolley with
a week's worth of
groceries
Got her hands full

'I'll shock the world
again!' Nicki Minaj dials
back her outrageous
style for a more natural
look... but keeps the
eye-popping cleavage 
Famous for big... wigs

'There is a lot of
uncertainty': Idol's Scott
MacIntyre faces health
crisis as doctors tell
singer his kidneys will
fail in six months
Star of 2009 series

Secrets of an A-list
body: Naomi Watts's
arms 
We reveal how to get the
physiques of the stars. 
This week: Naomi Watts's
arms

Glamorous grannies!
Bianca Jagger and
Carole Middleton lead
the way at West End
launch of 'taboo-
busting' new play The
Scottsboro Boys

Posh pumpkin
picking! Bella Thorne
dresses up in a chic
leather biker jacket and
over-the- knee boots to
visit the local patch
Teen star

Hilaria Baldwin does a
yoga pose in a pumpkin
patch as she nibbles on
Alec's, um, offering
The 31-year-old just
returned to US from
Europe

Not so Fancy! Iggy
Azalea goes casual as
she covers up signature
curves in a baggy
flannel shirt
Seen shortly after
touching down at LAX 

Babies on the brain?
Engaged Nicky Hilton
models a SpongeBob
turtleneck that would be
the envy of any...
toddler
The 31-year-old is known
for fashion sense

Can't wait for winter!
Kendall Jenner looks
stylish wrapped up in
navy coat and scarf as
she joins pal Hailey
Baldwin for a walk in
NYC
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Outspoken opponent of mass
immigration Sir Andrew Green is given
seat in the House of Lords by Cameron

The Prime Minister
personally nominated the
chairman of
MigrationWatch to become
a crossbench peer, as a
former diplomat and for his
role in the immigration
debate.

IRA rape case re-opened: Prosecutors
probe claims teenage niece of terror
group leader was attacked by Belfast
commander and Gerry Adams covered
it up

Mairia Cahill, 33, claims
the IRA conducted its own
kangaroo court inquiry into
her account before
acquitting her alleged
attacker. Sinn Fein chief
Gerry Adams has denied
the allegations.

Rare Apple 1 set to fetch £309,000 at
auction: Working 1976 model among
items selling at Bonhams' History of
Science sale

The sale will take place at
Bonhams, New York on
Wednesday. Other items
includes a letter by Charles
Darwin, rare globes and
telescopes, and a
Helmholtz Sound
Synthesizer.

Application for 200 solar panels on
island that provided inspiration for
Agatha Christie's novels is branded
'horrific'

The current owners of the
island and its hotel say the
site, on a former tennis
court, will be protected
from view by hedges.

'There's a zombie on the loose!':
Terrified children phone 999 when they
see man covered in blood... but it turns
out to be a photoshoot for a make-up
artist

Horror movie fan Jonathan
Lockett, 17, was posing for
his make-up artist sister
Chantelle Delaney who
had decked him out in fake
blood and gruesome
looking injuries for a
photoshoot in Cheshire.

Are religious people MORE likely to
watch porn? Bible Belt enjoys adult
content more than liberal states, claims
study

The study, by researchers
at Brock University in
Ontario, Canada, looked at
two years of data on
pornographic terms from
Google Trends in different
US states.

an iPhone. Footage shows Leslie's husband pointing at the T-shirt in shock (center), before joyfully hugging his wife
(right).

We bought an £800 VW Golf on eBay on
Sunday ... and it exploded in flames on the
Monday school run
Nicky Keefe paid £800 for the VW Golf convertible and collected it from private sellers on Sunday. The following
morning, the car burst into flames on the school run as Mrs Keefe was driving her three children to school from their
home in Cheam, Surrey yesterday. The problem was spotted when her son James, 14, noticed his Vans trainers were
melting - and shouted: 'Mum, my feet are on fire!'

Daniel Radcliffe and
Horns co-star Juno
Temple share an
enthusiastic hug at the
movie's London
premiere  
Dark film

Teresa Giudice's Real
Housewives co-stars
burst into tears as she
and husband receive
prison sentences over
fraud charges in
dramatic season finale

Wearing sunglasses at
night! Dannii Minogue
celebrates X Factor
finale with a night out
with fellow judges and
boyfriend Adrian
Newman

Jumping on the
BANGS-wagon! Lady
Gaga follows Beyonce's
lead with heavy fringe
while in Manchester
Inspired by Madchester's
Inspiral Carpets maybe?

It's Batman Jr! Ben
Affleck's son Sam is a
little caped crusader on
outing with Jennifer
Garner
Batboy spin-off franchise
confirmed?

Game of Thrones
actors film gory scenes
in Spanish town of
Osuna for fifth season
of smash-hit TV show
The show isn't known for
being family-friendly

Watch Lisa Kudrow in
hilarious new trailer for
return of The Comeback
Lisa is back as Valerie, a
former sitcom star
desperate to cling onto
her celebrity status

What jet lag? Smiling
Jessica Alba is flawless
as she touches down in
South Korea  
Arrived at Incheon
International Airport in
Seoul

Lynda Bellingham's
heartbroken husband
says she was 'in too
much pain' as she died
in his arms after losing
battle with bowel cancer
Fought bravely

Say CLEESE!
Comedian John Cleese
cuts a sombre figure as
he arrives in London's
Heathrow Airport with a
deadpan expression
In need of a chuckle

That '70s Show: Padma
Lakshmi helps bring
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'I fell in love with my boss': Tearful
Monica Lewinsky speaks out on Clinton
affair and her ravaged reputation for the
first time in 13 YEARS and earns a
standing ovation

Monica Lewinsky, 41,
delivered an impassioned
and often emotional
speech about cyber-
bullying in the digital age at
Forbes' Under 30 Summit
in Philadelphia.

It wasn't the Internet that ruined your
reputation, Monica, it was lust in the
world's most powerful room - now
welcome to Twitter!

PIERS MORGAN: The
internet can be a brutal,
unforgiving colosseum of
rage, hatred and vile,
disgusting abuse.
I speak as something of an
expert in this area.

Nepalese tour guides found wearing
FLIP FLOPS and trainers: Rescue
workers reveal how under equipped
local porters perished in snow storm
that claimed 41 lives 

Few of the local workers,
who earn as little as £9 a
day as porters, had warm
coats or boots to protect
them from the freezing
storm, said Captain
Adhikari of the Nepalese
Army.

A flat stomach like Amal and smooth
skin like George: How Mr and Mrs
Clooney are driving body contouring
and anti-ageing skin treatment requests 

So impressed the the new
couple's wedding look
were the British public, that
they're seeking cosmetic
surgery in a desperate
attempt to emulate the
pair. 

Laura Humpage, 27, left, and her sister Amy, 25, were
initially flagged down by police near their home in Castle
Vale, Birmingham, but they closed the car window on an
officer's thumb and drove off. Then ensued a high speed
car chase through the city during which they jumped three
red lights, drove on the wrong side of the road, and shook

Sisters lead police
on 90mph chase
despite having no
licence between
them - and then ask
officers for a
cigarette when they
are finally stopped

back an old trend as
she steps out in NYC
with a colourful poncho
She is known for her
show Top Chef

All the fun of the (faux)
fur: Kylie Minogue
keeps it casual in winter
coat and skinny jeans
as she greets fans in
Prague
She's usually seen in gold
hotpants

SMASH hit: Robert
Pattinson's girlfriend
FKA Twigs directs and
performs new video for
Google Glass as her
star-power continues to
ascend

Never too old to
borrow from Mom's
closet! Ivanka Trump
dons gold fringed dress
23 years after Ivana first
wore it
The 32-year-old posted a
picture

Happy families: Newly-
single Anthea Turner
reunites with estranged
husband Grant Bovey
as they attend his
nephew's christening
Building bridges?

Duchess of Cornwall
attends service to
rekindle tradition of
celebrating the harvest
festival
At St Philip's Cathedral,
Birmingham

The comeback queen!
Tulisa Contostavlos
sizzles in a leopard print
bra as she treats fans to
a sneak peek of her
upcoming single Living
Without You

Serena Williams does
the splits as she beats
Ana Ivanovic at WTA
championships
American tennis star beat
Ana Ivanovic of Serbia 6-
4 6-4 

Supermodel Natalia
Vodianova lives out
'ballet princess'
childhood fantasy
inside the Paris Opera
House as she lands new
U.S. Vogue cover

Billy Joel says he
hasn't released an
album in 21 years
because he hates the
'horror' of modern
celebrity culture
Staying out of the studio

Not such Ordinary
People! John Legend
and Chrissy Teigen list
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off two police cars. They were finally caught by a third
when they crashed into a wall, by which time they had
switched seats, Birmingham Crown Court heard.

France unveils ban on immigrants
whose 'personal behaviour' deemed a
threat to national security

The vaguely worded
measure could be used to
stop all kinds of
undesirables entering the
country, from those with
criminal records to
communities considered
unable to integrate.

'Witch bottle' unearthed in Newark: 330-
year-old vessel was filled with hair and
urine to ward off evil spirits

The ‘witch bottle’ (pictured)
was found during
restoration of Old Magnus
Building, Newark. It is 6-
inches tall (15cm), dates to
1680 and would have been
used to ward off evil spirits.

Clegg wishes he could install a webcam
in No10 to show voters he is not
'invisible' in coalition rows with
Cameron

It came as a poll put the
Lib Dems behind the
Green party for the first
time, raising fresh fears Mr
Clegg's party will be
hammered in next year's
general election.

Ousted Barclays boss Bob Diamond
throws his daughter a three-day
wedding extravaganza in the South of
France complete with TWO custom
gowns and fireworks

The 25-year-old wore a
princess-worthy gown with
an enormous train
designed by Olivier
Theyskens, who recently
left his post as artistic
director of the fashion
house Theory.

Should women take HRT before the
menopause? Some experts now say it's
the best way to ease your symptoms -
and avoid long-term health problems 

Some specialists say
women shouldn't just have
to cope, but should be
encouraged to take
preventative action in their
40s, when early
menopausal changes
occur.

Mums-to-be are warned they must stop
eating for two: Overweight pregnant
women should be sent to slimming
classes, say MPs

An all-party group of MPs
and peers called for new
guidance from
midwives and GPs, who
should challenge the
'fallacy' that eating extra
makes a healthy baby.

Feline a bit boxed in? The cats that can
squeeze themselves into the most
unbelievable spaces

As any cat owner will tell you the feline of the species is the most cunning and manipulative of all household pets. 
However, as these amazing series of photographs show, cats are able to hide in the strangest possible places for no
apparent reason. Some of the cats have hidden in a variety of boxes, baskets and even a kettle. 

their luxurious
Hollywood Hills home
for $1.99 million
Potential buyers step up!

Never-before-seen
Brooke Burke nude
photos from German
catalogue appear in
New York City art show
Dancing With The Stars
host

Hollywood starlet Joan
Fontaine's house worth
$3 million will be sold at
auction and the
proceeds are set for an
animal charity

First there was Glee,
then American Horror
Story... now Scream
Queens? Ryan Murphy
is creating a comedy-
horror anthology series
for Fox

That's going to leave a
mark! Lena Dunham
and Melissa McCarthy
'bro out' and chest
bump on Ellen
Watch out boys

Former Buffy star
Nicholas Brendon
issues an apology and
reveals he is seeking
treatment after arrest
for 'breaking decorative
dish while drunk'

Take a bow... and
arrow! Jurassic World
actor Chris Pratt takes
aim as he hits up
archery range
Target practice on Sunday

Remember me? Ex-
Made In Chelsea star
Natalie Joel shows off
enviable figure as she
unveils and models
'sexy, elegant and
feminine' swimwear

That looks painful! X
Factor's Lauren Platt is
joined by Fleur East as
the teen singer gets a
piercing on her hip,
before grabbing a quick
lunch at a nearby
bakery

X Factor reject Chloe-
Jasmine defiantly steps
out in floral style after
admitting she dropped
her posh accent in her
'06 audition
Flamboyant style

Jennifer Ellison is
glowing as she
discusses new dance
show... in first interview
since giving birth to
third son Charlie
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Tesco sales falling faster than any other
supermarket's while Aldi's rocket 27%

Tesco sales were down
3.6%, while itss market
share slumped to 28.8%,
down from 30.1 per cent a
year earlier, although the
decline was the weakest
since June.

Is this the most offensive clothing in
Britain? Pop-culture inspired garments,
including hot dog penis vests and
dresses with Kim and Kanye West as
Adam and Eve

Madame Allsorts has
designed a clothing range
that is designed to shock.
The collection also
includes a 'Last Supper'
dress, featuring Justin
Bieber, Miley Cyrus and
Robin Thicke.

Welcome to Britain's first iPub, where
you can place your order on a screen
and even pull your own iPint

Pub owner Mark Lingwood
has spent over £20,000 on
Britain's first iPub, in
Swansea, where visitors
now can pull their own pint
after placing their orders
on an iPad and scanning a
special card.

Nokia is dead, long live the Lumia:
Microsoft to rebrand upcoming devices
- and the name 'Windows Phone' will
also get the chop

A report by The Verge says
Microsoft is preparing to
axe the Nokia name from
its phones (Lumia 730
shown). The change by the
Washington firm will see
phones called Microsoft
Lumia.

HALF of British women would consider
not having children because of risk to
their career (and 50% of working
mothers miss their child's first word or
steps) 

Over half of mothers (55
per cent) admitted that
balancing childcare and
work has been a barrier to
staying in work, found a
new survey.

Latvia warns Swedish hunt for Russian
submarine could become a security
'game changer' in the Baltic Sea

Latvia has warned the
Swedish hunt for a
Russian submarine
spotting in its water could
become a security 'game
changer', as the search
reached its fifth day.

Grandmother, 72, spends £4,000 covering
her house in 'anti wi-fi' paint after suffering
health problems from wireless signals 

Stefanie Russell, 72, from Steyning in West Sussex, has paid £4,000 to have four coats of the ray-repelling paint, inset,
to be put inside and outside her house after suffering from nausea and headaches. Ms Russell believes that she is
highly sensitive to the rays emitted by wifi signals and says her symptoms are so severe, she cannot travel on public
transport due the number of portable devices being used.

Gave birth last month

Cheryl leaves X Factor
studios with husband
JB... as her two acts
Chloe Jasmine and
Stephanie put on a
brave face following
elimination 

Stylish mommy!
Ivanka Trump stands
out in camel poncho
while strolling through
Central Park with her
husband and two
children

Living the life: Helen
Flanagan stands out
from the crowd in thigh
high boots as she
whiles away time with a
shopping trip   
Boots were made for...

The ultimate status
symbol: Rafael Nadal
looks loved-up with
girlfriend Xisca Perello
as they go luxury yacht
shopping in Cannes
Get the black Amex out

Blaze of glory:
Lorraine Kelly forced to
evacuate ITV breakfast
show after fire alarm
goes off during live
broadcast
Tried to keep going over
the loud noise

A wardrobe
malfunction waiting to
happen! Mariah Carey
busts out of her hip-
skimming black latex
dress as she performs
in China

'I don't care who he
dates!' Kris Jenner puts
on a brave face as she
talks about ex Bruce
Jenner's new
girlfriend...
and dismisses 'silly'
transition rumours 

So much for taking a
break! TOWIE's Chloe
Sims and Elliott Wright
head to dinner in
Essex... following
recent split 
Closure... or a reunion?

Shop 'til you drop!
Caprice Bourret shows
off glowing make-up
free complexion as she
pushes an overflowing
trolley
Looked a bit weary

Hair to help! Geordie
Shore's Vicky Pattison
wears colourful leopard
print mini dress to
promote new extension
range 
She's a wild one alright
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Is this the death of the landline? One in
three now IGNORE home phone when it
rings - and 28% don't even know their
number

Once the preferred method
for contacting friends and
family, 35% of people
asked said they usually or
always ignore their
landline, with most saying
they only keep one for an
Internet connection.

Over-55s in record £1billion equity raid
on their homes: Older people taking
advantage of booming house prices
help figure surge by 20% this year

An unprecedented £1billion
was released from
properties by the over-55s
in the first nine months of
the year, an increase of 20
per cent on last year.

Father and son scrap dealers who were
targeted in bungled police sting on
stolen metal trade and kept in cells for
eight hours are finally cleared after
£300,000 legal battle

David Day, 36, and his
father Terrence, 61, were
cleared after being
targeted by undercover
officers with inaccurate
information at their
scrapyard in Middleton,
Greater Manchester.

Saxophonist who performed iconic solo
on Gerry Rafferty’s 1978 track Baker
Street dies aged 60: Musician was paid
just £27 for session that led to global hit

Raphael Ravenscroft, 60,
of Exeter, Devon, who
found fame almost
overnight after the release
of the 1978 track, went on
to work with the likes of
Pink Floyd and Abba,

Were Secret Service agents too
hungover to protect JFK? Questions
raised over whether late drinking
session affected response of men

Muggers who pretend to have a weapon
could face eight years in prison:
Proposal among new guidelines that
could see most violent robbers given

The woman who's too BIG too drive: 32st
sumo wrestler has spent £9000 trying to
pass her test - but keeps failing because
she can't fit in the instructor's car 

Professional wrestler Sharran Alexander from London has had 10 instructors turn her away from driving lessons due to
her size and has failed the driving test five times saying she suffers from nerves. She says that she is now desperate to
pass her driving test after spending 30 years and £9,000 learning because she is having to spend £100 a day on taxis
visiting her ill parents.

The veXed Factor:
Simon Cowell 'stormed
off to his dressing room
after Mel B accused one
of his acts of cheating'
Growing tension with the
new girl

Bumps aplenty!
Pregnant Catherine
Tyldesley leads the way
as Corrie stars attend
Jennie McAlpine's baby
shower
At Jennie's restaurant

What a difference!
Imogen Thomas turns
over a new leaf in
glamorous high fashion
photo shoot 
A world away from her
usual bodycon numbers

Tributes for 'gorgeous'
Lynda Bellingham as
stars remember
'courageous person
who always left you
feeling better about life'
after she dies aged 66 

Brave Lynda
Bellingham receives
standing ovation as she
makes emotional final
appearance on Loose
Women... just days
before her death 

Star who won nation's
heart as Oxo ad mother
- but Lynda
Bellingham's final role
before she died would
be a very public battle
with cancer
Honest about her illness

Sweated out! Natalie
Cassidy steps out in
casual gym gear as she
continues to maintain
her healthy lifestyle
From gym to BBC studios
in Elstree, Herts

They just can't stop
dancing: Strictly stars
Pixie Lott and Caroline
Flack enjoy a night of
clubbing following
results show
Headed to Boujis

Pumpkin patch party!
Petra Stunt works
casual look in ripped
denim jeans during
family outing with
daughter Lavinia and
husband James

Get the Amal look!
Oscar de La Renta
unveils wedding gown
almost identical to the
one he designed for Mrs
Alamuddin Clooney
Hook your own George!

Super trooper! Amy
Childs puts her car
crash ordeal behind her
to promote beauty
products in two dresses
in Manchester
Did she drive there?

Flashback! Iggy Azalea
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charged with protecting President
Agents' testimony and the
findings of the Warren
Commission show
numerous agents were out
until the early hours of the
morning and showed up
sleep deprived on the day
of the assassination.

20-year sentences 
Judges in charge of
sentencing rules called for
new guidelines for the
courts to set down for the
first time that using or
pretending to use a
weapon is one of the most
serious offences.

A child dies from violence every FIVE
MINUTES with most outside war-zones,
says shocking Unicef report

One child dies
every five minutes as a
result of violence, but only
a minority
die in war zones, according
to a report by the U.N.
children's
agency UNICEF.

Don't call yourself Dumbledore when
choosing an English name, warns China

Chinese people who come
to the West to study, work
or do business often
choose and English
sounding name. But it's a
process fraught with pitfalls
and can result in
unintentional hilarity 

Now that's a wizard idea! London hotel
unveils Harry Potter themed room,
complete with potions, cauldrons and
spell books

The Georgian House in
Victoria offers die-hard
Harry Potter fans the
chance to stay in their own
Hogwarts-themed Wizard
Chambers, all that's
missing is the boy wizard
himself.

From the sacred peaks of Mount
Huashan to the world's first glass-
bottom gondola: The most breath-taking
cable car rides in the world

A days-long trek up some
of the steepest inclines in
the world isn't for
everyone. Instead, why not
opt for a cable car ride high
atop some of the most
stunning scenery in the
world?

Parents' fury over Horrible Histories
posters showing executioner holding up
a severed head in chilling echo of
jihadist murder videos

The posters, left, feature a
big picture of an

Drunk who stashed arsenal of firearms
for criminals jailed after his DNA was
found on sawn-off shotgun and
exploding bullet 

Anthony Wartson, 44, has
been jailed after his DNA

Welcome to the lounge in the sky: China
Airlines unveils stylish aircraft complete
with tea-tasting area, cocktail bar... and
plane seats that convert into a sofa

Taiwan's China Airlines Boeing 777-300ER plane has seats that convert into sofas, a tea-tasting area, a coffee saloon
and cocktail bar, and even a library so passengers can sit back and read a good book. The airplane's 'poetic beauty'
was inspired by Song Dynasty poet Lu You and designed by Taiwanese architect Ray Chen. 

is a long-haired beauty
in cute to throwback
snap to her teenage
years
Throwback Thursday
comes early...

Another day, another
designer bag: Kate Ford
steps out with yet
ANOTHER Chanel
handbag after
Coronation Street 'pay
dispute' claims

Still on, then? Newly-
reconciled Kelly Brook
and David McIntosh go
shopping in LA after
Mexican getaway 
Like their split never
happened...

Double up! Rita Ora
keeps herself warm in
silky varsity jacket and
long red cardigan as
she steps out the day
after co-hosting Teen
Awards 
Quirky dresser

Everyone wants to
smell like Rita! Singer
boosts DKNY perfume
sales by 250 per cent as
the face of the brand's
latest scent 
Smells like success

A Roman holiday: Iron
Man actor Robert
Downey Jr. soaks up
the sun as he sightsees
in Italy
Time off on the promo trail

Jacqui Ainsley
displays her incredible
post-baby body in a
form-fitting shift dress
as she accompanies
fiancé Guy Richie to the
Fury LFF premiere 

'A little winter glam':
Rochelle Humes wows
as she steps out in an
icy floral print mini
dress and thigh high
boots
Getting ahead of herself
in autumnal October

The Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge
confirm royal baby
number two is due in
April next year
Kate, who is around 14
weeks pregnant, is
'steadily improving'

What was she
thinking? Kim
Kardashian dons
bizarre ensemble of
denim Bermuda shorts,
open- back top and
heels on date with
Kanye West

'Coco made me do it':
Danniella Westbrook
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executioner holding an axe
and a bloody head, and
have been put up around
the cities of Cambridge
and Chelmsford in Essex,
right. 

was found on a sawn-off
shotgun and an exploding
bullet at a house in
Bradford. He was jailed for
five years for stowing
weapons for criminals.

Heartbreaking wills of soldiers who died
on the Western Front are revealed for
the first time: 'To Beatrice, who would
have been my wife' 

The documents, some
penned by boys as young
as 14, offer a rare glimpse
into what life was like for
many of the soldiers before
war began on July 28,
1914. 

Second council introduces bin
collections once every three weeks in
bid to save £350,000 a year despite
resident's protests

Parts of the country are
having their bins collected
once every three weeks
while homes in Gwynedd
became the first in Wales
to have their refuse picked-
up in new move.

Plasterer, 31, guilty of stabbing his
identical twin to death during argument
at family New Year's Eve party

Robert Cerqua murdered
his brother Christopher in
front of their horrified
parents in Hythe,
Hampshire, before fleeing
barefoot and partying with
friends until 2am.

Diabetic woman, 39, died in the back of
ambulance after its lift broke down so
she could not be moved into hospital 

Sophia Bhanji was taken to
Northwick Park Hospital in
Harrow, north-west
London, with symptoms of
hypoglycemia, or low blood
sugar. She died from a
cardiac arrest in the back
of the vehicle.

Tablets will have 3D SCANNERS in
2015: Intel's slate will use a camera to
gauge the depth of objects just like a
human eye

Intel, based in Santa Clara
California, plans on
incorporating a 3D scanner

Would you have your fat FROZEN
away? Bizarre-looking machine claims
to kill fat cells through the skin - but is it
safe?

Marketed as an alternative
to liposuction, advocates
say cryolipolysis, as it is

Teenager reveals how she was raped at
knifepoint aged just 15 - but has now rebuilt
her life while her attacker has 'lost
everything' after being jailed for 12 years

Paige Bilclough, 17, left, was forced off a street in Newcastle, right, by Abdul Miah, then 19, inset, and raped three
times - but she now says his life is ruined while hers is only just beginning. The teenager from Newcastle's West End
endured a terrifying 90-minute ordeal, overheard by her mother who called her mobile to ask where she was. But she
says she is now working to put it behind her as she pursues her dream of becoming a professional singer.

sports ill-advised
headgear as she and
boyfriend Tom Richards
arrive back home from
LA trip 

Michelle Heaton looks
sensational in flattering
figure-hugging dress...
as she admits her
husband has been her
'rock' during recent
hysterectomy 

Prince Harry
showcases his ball
skills as he joins
youngsters at mini
rugby tournament at
Manchester school
Joined training session

Far from Frost-y!
Sadie heads to the gym
as she's spotted for the
first time since ex-
husband Jude Law's
baby news is
announced
They've got three kids

Bordeaux lips and
smoky eyes ... Kate
Upton smoulders as the
face of Bobbi Brown's
holiday make-up
collection
Replaced Katie Holmes

Front row fatigue! Cruz
Beckham lets out a big
yawn as he's joined by
father David and brother
Romeo at the LA Lakers'
game
Feeling sleepy

Getting his acai berry
fix! David Beckham
grabs an early morning
juice as he settles back
into his healthy LA
lifestyle 
On the go

Business must be
good! Victoria Beckham
can't keep a huge smile
off her face as she
chats to customers at
London store
At her Mayfair store

Is this the woman who
will save Paul
Gascoigne? Friends 
hope new girlfriend will
help him beat the bottle
Mandy Thomas is said to
be 'besotted' 

Joaquin on the
pounds? A casual Mr
Phoenix looks bigger
than usual as he walks
his dog in Beverly Hills
He's not so buff any more

Binky Felstead's hair
how-to: The Made in
Chelsea star shows you
how to achieve messy
milkmaid braids
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into a tablet set to be
released next year and
believes its technology will
change the way people
interact with objects.

officially called, uses
extremely low
temperatures kill the fat
cells without affecting the
skin.

Washington, Milan, Vienna... and
Salisbury: The best tourist destinations
in the world revealed 

The likes of Toronto in
Canada and mountainous
Zermatt in Switzerland are
also included in the list
drawn up by the Lonely
Planet travel guide.

Forget sex... couples quizzed on their
advice to newlyweds say the secret to a
happy marriage is talking to each other 

A study of 2,000 men and
women who have been
married for a decade or
more revealed their best
single piece of advice to
newlyweds was that it's
good to talk, with
'compromise' coming next.

Don't look at dessert! Our brain has its
own 'calorie counter' that kicks in when
we look at a menu, researchers find

Canadian researchers
believe the previously
unknown mechanism could
be implicated in why we
choose the foods we do.

Fish have fun too! Cichlids seen
'playing' like other animals for the first
time

Scientists at the University
of Tennessee, Knoxville
recorded the behaviour of
three male fish over two
years, to capture them
'playing' with a
thermometer (pictured).

The tractor beam is here! Researchers
conduct groundbreaking experiment
that brings sci-fi weapon closer to
reality

Australian researchers
moved particles one fifth of
a millimetre in diameter a
distance of up to 20
centimetres, around 100
times further than previous

Tinder to launch premium version to
give users the chance to pay for more
matchmaking power and could signal
the end of location limits

The new feature for the
dating app is set to be
released in November and
could involve travel,
meaning location limits
could be scrapped.

Student loses part of her ear when £10
piercing becomes so badly infected her
cartilage disintegrated

WARNING: GRAPHIC CONTENT Bianca Hart, 18, from Chelmsford, Essex, had a stud put in the top of her right ear
shortly before leaving to start university in Nottingham, but it soon became excruciatingly painful. After a fortnight of
pain, she said her ear, left, was oozing pus and she was vomiting constantly, so she went to A&E where surgeons said
they had to operate. When they cut into her ear they found the infection had eaten away at her cartilage, and said she
was lucky not to lose the whole ear.

Sloaney turns Heidi Hi
to autumn

Rachel Zoe keeps it
fashionable in black
maxi dress while out on
a leisurely stroll with
her two sons
Flashed a big smile while
out with her brood.

Peek-a-boo! Brad Pitt
flashes large tattoo on
his stomach as he steps
out in a plaid blazer and
brown fedora during
Fury photocall
Rarely seen body art

Una Foden reveals
that walking, swimming,
vegetable juices and a
weekly curry are
keeping her in shape
during pregnancy as
she models for Reebok

Make-up free Andie
MacDowell, 56, shows
off her age-defying
beauty as touches down
in Los Angeles
Must have discovered the
fountain of youth

Pop the difference!
Cheryl Fernandez-
Versini copies Ariana
Grande's style with high
ponytail and white
minidress
Ten years older...

Batman's got biceps!
Ben Affleck can't help
but display his
impressive muscles as
he spends the day with
his daughters in LA
He's a super dad!

From EastEnd(ers) to
West End: Tamzin
Outhwaite goes glam in
pink shift dress at the
UK Theatre Awards as
Suranne Jones rocks
floral ensemble

Richard E. Grant's
cameo sums up
Downton Abbey's
decline - from classic
period drama to camp
pantomime, by JIM
SHELLEY

Candice Swanepoel,
Chrissy Teigen and Lily
Aldridge join forces to
promote Michael Kors's
fight against world
hunger
Do your bit

'We're having lots of
fun!' Rachel Riley opens
up on her romance with
Pasha Kovalev and
insists she's not jealous
of his Strictly partner
Caroline Flack
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experiments.

More Siding Spring images revealed:
Stunning views of comet shooting past
the red planet captured by Mars orbiter

New images of Comet
Siding Spring passing
Mars have been released.
They include one taken by
a Nasa orbiter operated by
scientists in California. The
comet passed 87,000
miles from the red planet.

The REAL Sleeping Beauty: Woman has
rare condition which means she is only
awake for TWO hours a day (and then
not completely)

Beth Goodier, 20, from
Stockport, suffers
from Kleine-Levin
Syndrome, which
dominates her life. Even
when she wakes, she can
be in a child-like state.

Price comparison sites ‘hide best
energy deals’: Firms ‘favour suppliers
that pay millions in commission’

Price comparison websites
have been accused of
keeping customers in the
dark about the cheapest
energy deals and pushing
consumers away from rival
cheaper companies.

Scots start charging 5p for bags:
England becomes last home nation yet
to make consumers pay for carriers 

Scotland hopes the move
will have the same positive
effects as in Wales and
Northern Ireland, where
there has been a massive
reduction in the number of
bags issued at tills.

Police use tear gas on 400 Calais
migrants as they attempt to storm
lorries heading for Britain as tensions
flare at French port 

An estimated 400 migrants
attempted to storm lorries
before they crossed the
Channel at the French port
town today as tensions

Music video creates spectacular
animated love story with perfectly-timed
scenes staged across eight iPhones,
five iPads, two Macs and even an iPod
shuffle

Ukrainian indie band
Brunettes Shoot Blondes
produced the unique and
innovative video featuring

Tinder starts a burning passion that leaves
woman dater trapped in chimney after she
became obsessed with man she met online 

Police responded to calls that crying was heard from the chimney in a home in Thousand Oaks early Sunday morning.
Firefighters used demolition hammers to break apart the chimney and poured dish soap down the flue to make
extraction easier. Genoveva Nunez-Figueroa, 30, was pulled from the chimney still conscious and charged with illegal
entry.

Taylor Swift dazzles in
midriff baring crop top
as she shimmies and
shakes on X Factor
Australia final and
offers sage advice to
winner
Down Under

On a war path: Chloe
Sims turns against Jess
Wright as she gets
brutal over relationship
breakdown with Elliott
The brunette was getting
the knives out on TOWIE

The Only Way is
onwards and upwards!
Mark Wright dances
another day after
beating Tim Wonnacott
in Strictly Come
Dancing's bottom two

Green with envy?
Cheryl bounces back
from Kermit jibes in
sparkly white mini-
dress... while Mel B
causes a stir in VERY
revealing gown

Cheryl Fernandez-
Versini is delivered a
major blow on X Factor
as she loses Chloe-
Jasmine Whichello AND
Stephanie Nala in
double elimination

Singing the blues?
Rihanna looks
unusually disheartened
as she bundles up in
cosy pink coat for
dinner at Nobu in New
York
Demure in baby pink

Make-up free
Courteney Cox touches
down at LAX with fiance
Johnny McDaid and
daughter Coco
Arquette 
Pair are preparing for
their wedding

Getting in Gere! 'Newly
single' Richard cuts a
smart figure at the
premiere of new movie
Time Out Of Mind in
Rome
Sweaty pits

Same old fix, just a
different day! Eddie
Murphy and girlfriend
Paige Butcher put on an
affectionate display
during coffee run
Always after caffeine

'Hey rednecks!': Miley
Cyrus opens her latest
show with some explicit
instructions and a swag
of insults 
Trying to shock Sydney
with her antics

'I'm not and I've never
been sexist': Olly Murs
says he wrote a letter to
apologise to Taylor
Swift and that his
comments were only
defending his 'mate'
Harry Styles
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between would-be
immigrants and local police
flared.

an animation across at
least 16 Apple devices
which took dozens of takes
to complete.

Driving into a new era: Cubans take
advantage of relaxed state control to
refurbish their old classic cars and start
up a tourist taxi service

Cuban officials have eased
state control over self-
employment so locals in
Havana can drive around
tourists in their classic cars
for an income.

High-end escort accused of killing
Google exec with a heroin overdose on
luxury yacht says he TOLD her to inject
the deadly dose

Denying manslaughter,
Alex Tichelman's lawyers
insist her customer Forrest
Hayes, 51, requested the
lethal shot of heroin that
killed him aboard his yacht
in Santa Cruz last
November. 

The 'poor' will dominate politics if we
allow democracy, says Hong Kong
governor

Hong Kong's leader said
open elections would result
in the city's poor
dominating politics, as he
ruled out reforms before
talks scheduled to end
three weeks of protest
rallies in the city.

Hong Kong leader claims ‘external
forces’ are behind violent protests that
have rocked the territory

Hong Kong's Chief
Executive Leung Chun-
ying's claim echoed that
China's view that foreign
powers are involved in the
unrest, an accusation that
protest leaders deny.

QUENTIN LETTS celebrates Julian
Brazier's promotion to Defence Minister.
All wild-limbed, 6ft 4in of him

Wild-limbed Julian Brazier,
all 6ft 4in of him, has

Dedicated football fan spends 41 hours
and £1,000 travelling 9,500 miles from
Australia to England to watch his team
play for the first time - and they win 8-0

James Thornell, from

Foraging for leftover spuds and growing
their own herbs: How an aristocratic father-
of-six feeds his brood on just £100 a week
(and is even considering adding roadkill to
the menu)

Hamish Mitchell Cotts and his family are among those featured in a BBC documentary into Britain's eating habits. Here,
the 63-year-old invites KATHRYN KNIGHT to the dinner table alongside his six children and wife, Meryl. Blue-blooded
as he may be, Mr Mitchell Cotts sticks to a weekly budget of £100 to feed the expansive brood, and often forages for
vegetables in the nearby fields of Suffolk.

Fighting fit! Magic
Mike's Joe Manganiello
shows off his toned
biceps as he heads to
the gym... while
girlfriend Sofia Vergara
flies out of LAX

Bethenny Frankel
returns to Real
Housewives of New
York after failed talk
show and divorce  
Back to the catfights and
chaos

'They both loved it!':
Shailene Woodley says
it wasn't awkward for
her parents to watch her
sex scene in White Bird
In A Blizzard
Rather strange...

It must be love!
Geordie Shore's Holly
Hagan puckers up with
boyfriend Kyle Christie
at book signing
Co-stars turned real-life
lovers

Kelly Brook poses in a
skimpy bikini on
Mexican getaway with
David McIntosh... as
pictures emerge of her
dining with mystery
man in LA last week

Jessica Alba set to
float her eco nappy
company for £620m
making her Hollywood's
most successful
entrepreneur
Sorry Gwyneth!

Kate Winslet goes
make-up free and
shows off curvaceous
hourglass figure with
tiny cinched in belt
while filming '50s movie
The Dressmaker in
Australia

No Nip/Tuck here!
Joely Richardson is
unrecognisable as she
ditches blonde locks for
brunette wig on opening
night of new play The
Belle of Amherst

'My heart is broken, I
feel so bad': Ariana
Grande seeks advice
from fellow pop star
Miley Cyrus over 'diva'
claims
Dramatic reaction...

Secretly married?
Michael Stipe wears
wedding band amid
rumours he tied the
knot with artist beau
Thomas Dozol
Low-key couple

'Best night ever!'
Vampire Diaries star
Candice Accola weds
The Fray guitarist Joe
King in an intimate
ceremony in New
Orleans

Cheryl Fernandez-
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become a Defence
Minister. Glorious news. I
had no idea he was given
a job in the summer
reshuffle, writes QUENTIN
LETTS.

Melbourne in Australia,
travelled for 41 hours to
see Southampton beat
Sunderland 8-0 on
Saturday - and said it was
'the best day of his life'.

Today's hottestfashion finds
See more
Lauren

Get trendy with Lauren's Nike paisley trainers
Read more ›
Lucy

Versini flashes rose
tattoo in low back dress
as she takes the Teen
Choice Awards stage
with Wonder Woman
Greg James

Rise and shine: Rita
Ora arrives at Radio 1
studios in masculine
ensemble after co-
hosting Teen Awards
Back to her usual
eccentric style

'Marry me Jessie J!'
One Direction's Niall
Horan declares his love
after singer wows on X
Factor
Clearly they both have an
eye for talent

Boys' day out: Boris
Becker and his son
Noah wrap up warm as
they take a leisurely
stroll around New York's
SoHo district
Already a grown man

Your winter wardrobe
from £50 to £500: The
best of this season's
high street bargains and
designer buys 
Style your perfect
seasonal outfits 

Saying hello! A heavily
pregnant Zoe Saldana
holds her belly as one
of her twins makes its
presence known with a
kick
Two months to go

'It scares the living
daylights out of her!'
Victoria Beckham
'petrified' after son
Brooklyn, 15, reveals he
wants a motorbike
Dad drives one...

Zip zip hooray! Rose
McGowan wears sexy
leather pencil skirt and
denim jacket to hang
out with her friends
Partied at the Chateau
Marmont in Hollywood

Trick or treat! US chef
Curtis Stone's actress
wife Lindsay Price
shows post baby body
just one month after
giving birth as family
visit pumpkin patch

She's in the faux:
Fearne Cotton heads to
radio station wearing
striped knitted dress
and fluffy cream coat
Wore fake fur coat to work

Remembering their
Wonder Years! Cast
reunite as they kick off
'90s week on Good
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Go West with Lucy Watson's fringed dress
Read more ›
Danielle

Stay relaxed this autumn in a soft jersey jumpsuit by Splendid
Read more ›
FKA

Add a dose of cool to your looks with a Vivienne Westwood bag
Read more ›

Morning America
The stars are appearing
on Monday

'I'm very excited!'
Stanley Tucci reveals he
and British literary
agent wife Felicity Blunt
are expecting their first
child together
Emily Blunt's sister

I only have eyes for
you! Shia LeBeouf
dotes on his make-up
free girlfriend Mia Goth
at the London premiere
of his new film Fury
End of London Festival

Red carpet treatment
for D-Day hero, 90, at
première of Fury and
his big fan Brad Pitt 
Actor invited Peter
Comfort who fought on D-
Day to the premiere

How's the serenity?
Rolling Stones frontman
Mick Jagger kicks back
to Aussie classic The
Castle to beat the heat
Down Under
Chilling out

Kristin Chenoweth
sizzles in black and
yellow gown at the Mark
Twain Prize ceremony to
honour Jay Leno
Joined stars in
Washington DC
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Qantas unveils new business class seats
that allow passengers to fully recline and

VIDEO WATCH: TODAY'S TOP SHOWBIZ VIDEOS

Renee Zellweger barely
recognisable at 2014 Elle
Women in Hollywood
event

Close cousins!: Penelope
Disick and North West
hold hands during family
outing

Mel B makes cheating
claim against Fleur East
on X Factor Eighties
week show

David Arquette and
Christina McLarty row
during a night out in West
Hollywood

From The Web by TaboolaSponsored Links

27 Year Old Man from
London makes £3000 per
week!
OptioNavigator

Watch Here: We Unbox
Samsung's Latest Apple
Killer - The Galaxy Note 4
Stuff.tv for Samsung

Is the Ford Mondeo Still a
Good Buy?
Auto Express

95 Healthy Slow Cooker
Recipes
Foodnetwork.co.uk

From The Web by TaboolaSponsored Links

You Won't Believe Who's
Related to Abraham
Lincoln
Ancestry

CNN Money: How Young
Millionaires Invest
CNN Money | Wealthfront

Multiple Sclerosis
Checkup: What You Need
to Know
LiveStrong for Healthline

Stay Young With These 25
Foods
Diet.st

IN GOOD HEALTH TODAY

LAST CHANCE DRUGS: Time may be running
out for MND sufferer Andrew Culliford,
pictured with wife Donna and daughter Isla
ASK THE DOCTOR: A patient is concerned
about exercising with the heart condition
atrial fibrillation
ME AND MY OPERATION: Tiny tubes in your
neck that could cut the risk of a stroke
JACK VETTRIANO: Artist says sex inspires
his work and fascinates him
NAOMI WATTS: We reveal how to get the
actress's toned arms

WORLD NEWS

Gunning for young hearts and minds in Ukraine:
Children get their hands on tanks and rocket
launchers during 'Defend your Country' rally
Orphaned by Ebola: Heartbreaking pictures of
children in Sierra Leone as virus tears families apart
Oscar Pistorius faces being held in ultra-high
security wing of Pretoria prison if he is jailed -
alongside a notorious Czech inmate on trial for
torture
Hong Kong leader claims 'external forces' are
behind violent protests that have rocked the territory
North Korean dictator thought transfusions of
blood from youths would help him live to 100
God is not afraid of new things, Pope tells Catholics
after his plans to soften church's attitude towards
homosexuals were rejected by Synod
Western aid 'is funding ISIS fighters' because
jihadists are demanding huge bribes to let
trucks carrying supplies reach desperate
families, official claims
German clinic scraps two machines worth £1m after
suspected Ebola patient threw up on them - and he
didn't even have the deadly virus
Russia prepares to open Europe's biggest
prison with 4,000 inmates, a sauna and even a
museum
Barbaric Chinese beggars turn to chopping off a
camel's HOOVES in bid to gain more sympathy
from passing public
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That face rings a bell... Banksy's version
of Girl With A Pearl Earring appears on
wall - with a burglar alarm replacing the
jewellery

Banksy entitled the work
Girl with a Pierced
Eardrum, and painted it on
a building near Bristol's
docks before posting it on
his website.

The mermaid moms-to-be:
Photographer captures expectant
women beneath the waves in ethereal
underwater shoot

South Florida
photographer Adam Opris
makes mothers-to-be look
almost mermaid-like with
their gauzy dresses and
loose, flowing hair.

'No wonder there's no pulse, Blodwen. He's escaped to
England!'

Mac on...Labour-run
Welsh NHS shame 

sleep during TAKE-OFF and landing

Qantas has unveiled its new business suites featuring seats that will allow customers to fully recline and sleep during
take-off and landing. The new Business Suite will be available on A330 aircraft that fly domestically and to Asia and
Hawaii. Qantas CEO Alan Joyce (left), celebrity chef Neil Perry (right) and Qantas ambassador Lindy Klim (centre)
announced the changes at an event in Sydeny on Tuesday, showcasing a mock-up of the new business class
configuration.

Hidden for 40 years: Abandoned psychiatric
hospital opens door to a less-understanding
age
Abandoned rooms of The Retreat have been revealed and held equipment preserved for 40 years inlcuding an old
blood pressure monitor, as Martyn Ferguson, of the hospital in York says its history is 'wonderful'.

Marine who guarded Saddam's chemical
weapons site reveals there was one mysterious
bunker they called 'dragon's egg'
Germany blames pro-Russian rebels for MH17
crash: Rocket that downed plane was fired from Buk
missile defence system, says BND intelligence
agency
Men pulling their own teeth out with pliers,
children as young as 11 injecting, and teen ice
'cooks' vomiting blood: How meth addiction is
destroying the next generation of Australians
with over 350,000 hooked
Pope Francis says Catholic Church should not fear
change after gay rights setback
Calls to remove child dubbed 'devil child' and
'son of Satan' from a Catholic school
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Do men and women REALLY have different brains?
Have these men discovered the cure to drug
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Why I'm so over brunch
The life of a modern-day moonshiner
The group where spouses of gays who came out
can meet new straight partners
A beer in the life of an Oktoberfest waitress
An LSD trip helped me give up smoking
The woman who thought she was a walking corpse
Could climate change make men extinct?
How does a spider decide where to build its web?
How animals get high (including your dog or cat)
Living a life without sex
Why when it comes to dating 30 is the new 50
Why can you feel phantom phone vibrations?
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Inside the £2million mansion of Hollywood
legend Joan Fontaine which will save the
lives of countless animals

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Monterey County in California stands to gain a a million dollar
donation from the sale of Fontain's Californian home. Another valuable item up for sale includes Fontaine's 1941 Oscar

VIDEO WATCH EDITOR'S TOP PICKS...

Today's top headlines: A Royal announcement
from Kate and William to a look at
Tutankhamun's face in 'virtual autopsy'

Man saves baby squirrel
from dog attack

Baby rhino and goat are
best friends!

Meet the dog with a
strange habit

Burger and chips sent to
space!

Hollywood is brought to
life in Lego!

Paraglider spirals out of
control

TOP SPORT STORIES
Pistorius jailed for five

years for killing Reeva
Pistorius killed his
girlfriend on Valentine's
Day in 2013 when he shot
her through the bathroom
door.

Keane slams Jose,
saying it's easy with
£300m worth of talent
Roy Keane reignited his
war of words with Jose
Mourinho, again calling
him  'disgraceful' 

Pistorius won't
compete until 2019 as
IPC stand firm
Even if Oscar Pistorius is
released early from
prison, he will not be free
to compete at Rio 2016

TAARABT HITS BACK
AT REDKNAPP: Stop
turning the QPR fans
against me, Harry!
Midfielder responds to
Redknapp's claims he is
'three stone overweight'

Liverpool fans shouldn't
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Move over Rich Kids of Instagram: How
the attractive (and inebriated) New
Jersey elite party it up at the Far Hills
horse race

The 94th Annual Far Hills
horse race saw a swarm of
32,000 young and liquor-
craving wealthy young
adults hit the track for the
traditional boozing.

Will it take off? Adventure company lets
holidaymakers explore Corsica coast
from both the water and the air... in a
FLYING BOAT

The unusual new tourist
activity sees
holidaymakers start off on
the water before taking to
the air for a bird's eye view
of the Corsica coast - but it
will set you back £74 for 30
minutes.

for her role as the timid wife in Alfred Hitchcock's 'Suspicion' which could bring $300,000 on December 11.

Chemical romance: Dazzling photographs
showcase the rainbow-coloured results of
mixing compounds up close

The colourful reactions were captured by three chemistry professors at the University of Science and Technology of
China (USTC) in Anhui, China. They show he reactions taking place after acid is dripped onto a flower (pictured inset)
or when a copper sulphate solution was mixed with sodium hydroxide, to create copper sulphate precipitate, which
looks like a brilliantly blue swimming pool. The main picture shows purple cabbage being dipped into hydrochloric acid.
The acid solution causes the cabbage to change colour from purple to red. Titled 'Beautiful Chemistry,' the project was
the brainchild of Yan Liang, an associate professor at the university.

boo Ronaldo... he'll
just play better, says
Ancelotti
Real Madrid manager
Carlo Ancelotti had a
warning for the Kop

Bale left out of Real
squad for Liverpool tie
Real Madrid's flying
Welshman has not fully
recovered from a muscle
injury in time to line up at
Anfield on Wednesday

haw admits he hasn't
justified the £30m price
tag... but defender vows
to be back at his best
Luke Shaw is confident of
turning his season round
after a slow start

Tuilagi ruled out of
England's autumn Test
series with groin injury
Manu Tuilagi limped off
after 15 minutes of
Leicester's 25-18 victory
over Ulster on Saturday

Jones and Hook left
out of Wales squad
Adam Jones and James
Hook have been left out
of a 34-man squad to face
Australia, Fiji, New
Zealand and South Africa

Newcastle midfielder
De Jong out for
ANOTHER two months
Siem de Jong has
suffered a setback in his
recovery from a thigh
injury
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